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P
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surface area of heated plate? ft%

specific heat of fluid at constant pressure, 
Btu/lb-F

cycles per second 

diameter, ft 

frequency, cps

acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec^
amplitude of wall acceleration, a0n 2 , ft/sec^
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Btu/hr-ft^-F
surface coefficient of heat transfer, station
ary, Btu/hr-ft2-F

surface coefficient of heat transfer, vibratory,
Btu/hr-ft2-F

current, amps
coefficient of thermal conductivity,
Btu/hr-ft-F

length, ft

length, ft

pressure, lb/ft2
power, watts

iii



p

Qc

Ok

Qt
R

%o
rpm

T©# Ti

Too

Ts
T
A Ts

A x S
A T ’v
u

Y

V0

X
X
X

Xm s

power, watts

heat transfer rate convective, Btu/hr 

heat transfer rate conductive, Btu/hr 

heat transfer rate radiant, Btu/hr 

heat transfer rate total, Btu/hr 

electrical resistance, ohms 

electrical resistance at 0 C, ohms 
revolutions per minute

steady and oscillating components of tempera
ture, F

ambient temperature, F

temperature of heated surface, F
temperature of heated surface, R

temperature difference between surface and 
ambient conditions, F

pedestal temperature gradient, static, F

pedestal temperature gradient, vibrating, F

velocity in direction parallel to plate, ft/sec

velocity in direction normal to plate, ft/sec

specific volume, ft^/lb

velocity of plate defined by 
QofL Sinn.z , ft/sec

distance, ft

velocity, ft/sec

distance, ft :

velocity, root mean square, ft/sec
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I

oC

ft

6

€'

. IT

<P

P
A

a
a>

r
e
e*

( )w 
( )«

distance from plate to a point outside boundary 
layer, ft

thermal coefficient of electrical resistance

coefficient of thermal expansion of fluid

emissivity-radiant

coefficient of roughness, ft

kinematic viscosity, ft^/sec

constant, 3«1416
Ry/Rs - 1* calculated
Ry/Rg - 1$ measured
density of fluid, lb/ft3

dynamic viscosity, Ib-sec/ft^
frequency of plate vibration, rad/sec

angular velocity, rad/sec

time, sec

temperature at any point, F 

temperature of plate surface, F 

Stefan-Boltzman constant, 0.1714 x 10~8 ,
Btu/ft^-hr-R^

Subscripts

plate surface conditions 

ambient conditions

initial conditions, static conditions, or atmos
pheric conditions

distance normal to plate, ft

, v



s static conditions

v vibrating conditions

1 local atmospheric conditions

Dimensionless Ratios

F( r? ) defines the steady velocity distribution.
%  -

Gr Grashof number, AT/j)a

H (7 ) defines steady temperature distribution.
To = W W

h /h ratio of surface coefficients, vibrating to 
v 8 static

M oscillating function defined by ^

N oscillating temperature defined by r, = N el <ut

Nug Nusselt number, static, ixs L/ k

NUy Nusselt number, vibrating, hv L/ k

Pr, <r Prandtl number, Cp/*./%

Rev Vibrational Reynolds numbers a f L/z)

t dimensionless time, -z) V Q R

T dimensionless temperature, 8.~e<w>.'

x dimensionless direction parallel to plate

surface, x =  X/X
y dimensionless direction normal to plate,

t =  ^  V - 6.

vi



Y the similarity variable, ^-/^

^ 1 /

the stream function.
and xr Jt ~S^

H t
> r

steady and oscillating component of stream 
function

dimensionless frequency of wall vibration,
co — A* £2
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Investigations, stimulated by the work of a few 

inquiring individuals of the late 19th Century, concerning 

the phenomenon of increased rates of heat-transfer from 

surfaces of various geometric configurations, have pro

gressed along two distinctive, yet not unrelated paths» 

Various studies have been made of the effects of strong 

sound waves in a fluid medium upon the heat transferred 

from a solid body suspended in that medium. Other inves

tigators have explored the effects upon heat transferred 

from a vibrating body suspended in a fluid medium.

In 1938s Martinelli and Boelter (1)* studied 
the effect of vertical vibrations on the rate of heat 

transfer from a horizontal tube suspended in a tank of 

water. They employed a Vibrational Reynolds number, where 

the velocity term was the root square velocity of vibra

tion of the cylinder. The results of this investigation 

disclosed that at low Reynolds numbers, the coefficient

* Numbers in parentheses refer to REFERENCES.
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2
of heat transfer was unaffected» This was explained by the 

predominance of free convection at low Reynolds numbers.
For greater vibrations, the coefficient of heat- transfer 

appeared to increase as much as 400 percent. The test 

data was correlated by relating the Nusselt number to the 

Prandtl, Grashof, and Vibrational Reynolds numbers,

Kubanskii (2), studying the effects of high 

intensity sound on the boundary layer about a horizontal 

cylinder positioned with its long axis perpendicular to 

the fluid flow, found that for large vibrational Reynolds 

numbers the boundary layer was alternately t o m  from 

opposite sides of the cylinder (i.e., vortex shedding).

The sound field which was perpendicular to the flow pro

duced an earlier change from laminar to turbulent flow 

resulting in an increase in the rate of heat transfer,

Lemlich (3) made a study of the effects of vibra

tions upon free convective heat transfer rates from hori

zontal heated wires to air. He observed increases in the 

heat transfer coefficient when either amplitude or fre

quency were increased. The experimental data was corre

lated by

bz  - 0.75
h.

O  003 l Re*"5 (f ,

where h^ is the vibrational coefficient, and h0 the static 
coefficient. The characteristic length utilized in the
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Reynolds number was the diameter of the wire, and the 

velocity was the vibrational velocity. Properties were 

calculated at the mean film temperature.

, In an investigation conducted by West and

Taylor (4)» increases in rates of heat transfer as high as 

24 percent were achieved. Pulsations were introduced in 

water, which was flowing turbulently in pipes.

Shine (5) made a study of the effects of trans

verse vibrations on the heat transfer rate from a heated 

vertical plate in free convection. Increases in the heat 

transfer coefficient as high as 30 percent were achieved. 

Shine found values of the product of amplitude and fre

quency below which the rate of heat transferred from the 

surface remained constant. He surmised that the flow up 

to this value was laminar, and beyond it/entered a trans
ition region. He also indicated that for either constant 

frequency or amplitude, above a critical value, that the 

variation of the other produced generally the same results.

Tsui (6) also studied the effect of transverse 
vibrations on the heat transfer rate from a heated, 

vertical plate in free convected air. He concluded that no 

simple rule could be derived to' determine the effects of 

amplitude and vibration on the coefficient of heat trans

fer, hy. He indicated that By varied locally in a random 

manner along the surface of the plate.



Fand and Kaye (7) investigated the effects of a 

sound field upon the rate of heat transfer from a horizon

tal cylinder in free convection. The empirical equation 
arrived at was

& - 2.95 (Dj/4 (At )̂'2 f)
Ho

vdiere D0 is the diameter of the cylinder, and the constant 
has dimensions a/

i A 1* - ^  - ( & )

They noted that this ratio was a weak function of A T  and 

that the effects of sound predominated.

Both Tsui (6) and Shine (5) attempted theoreti
cal solutions. Tsui found solutions to the Navier Stokes 

equations for a longitudinally vibrating plate. For trans 

verse vibrations in free convection, he found solutions 

only for small amplitude vibrations, which did not affect 

the heat transfer rate. Shine, by assuming that the boun

dary layer thickness varied as the plate oscillated, ob

tained a solution to the Navier Stokes equations. His 
experimental data indicated that this assumption was not 

valid.

Since there appears to be no general mathemati

cal solution to the problem of free convection in conjunc

tion with vibrations perpendicular to the heated surface, 

it would seem logical to extend the current level of
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knowledge by empirical means. While surveying the litera
ture, it became evident that the majority of the investi

gative works were conducted for either horizontal cylinders 

or vertical flat plates. In light of the above, this 

experimental study was confined to the effects of trans

verse vibrations upon the surface coefficient of heat 

transfer of a horizontal, heated, flat plate, in free con

verted air.



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Many investigators have attempted to obtain analyti

cal expressions describing velocity and temperature oscilla

tions in a laminar free convection boundary layer on objects 

of various shapes when the objects were subjected to trans

verse vibrations. For the most part, there has been little 

success in this endeavor. Until recently, the problem has 

defied solution. In a recent paper, R. J. Schoenhals and 

J. A. Clark (9) describe the application of a perturbation 
technique to obtain analytically the velocity and tempera

ture oscillations in a laminar free convection boundary 

layer on a vertical wall vibrating transversely. In the 

following, this technique is applied to a horizontal flat 

plate, in laminar free convection, which is subjected to 

transverse vibrations. The resulting expressions may be 

integrated numerically to obtain the velocity and tempera

ture oscillations.

6



7
2.1 Statement of the Problem

air flowair flow

plate

Sketch 2-1

In the analysis of free convective flow over a 

horizontal, heated plate surface, the movement of air is as 

shown schematically in Sketch 2-1. For the present study, 

we will confine our attention to the region bounded by the 

lines AC and BD. This region is located so as to avoid 

edge effects and is little affected by the chimney effect 

shown in Sketch 2-1. In a more exact analysis, it would be 

expected that the length and width dimensions of the plate 

would appear in the results.

Consider a horizontal flat plate (as shown in 

Sketch 2-2)in contact with an incompressible fluid with
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constant properties having a temperature &<*> .

The plate is vibrated normal to its own plane with 

a velocity V@ = sin n r  where a, and fi are vibration 

amplitude and frequency, respectively.

boundary
layer

velocity pro
file (reverses)

Sketch (2-2)
Boundary layer configuration

The following assumptions and conditions are applied 

to the problems

(a) That the plate is infinitely long in the 
%-direction and Z-direction.

(b) That the coordinate system is fixed in the 
plate and moves with the plate.

(c) That the fluid is incompressible. However, 
thermally induced density variations are con
sidered when these variations are coupled with 
existing force fields to produce buoyant 
forces acting on the fluid.

(d) That the relative velocity of the fluid parti
cles in the Y-direction is negligible and that 
their maximum absolute velocities can be 
closely approximated by V0.
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(e) That the dissipation function, $ , for the 

above assumptions can be neglected since
§ - (|̂ .) - a small value«

(f) That no energy sources are present in the fluid, 

Schoenhals and Clark pointed out that compressibil

ity due to vibration will not be important provided that the 

maximum wall velocity Oofl is small compared to the sound 

velocity of the fluid.

Based upon the above assumptions, the complete 

Navier-Stokes equations for two-dimensional flow are

/> D u  
/ Dt + '-F* +/* V * u

1°
+ l) b y2

(2,1)

for the X-direction. The body force, Fx , is zero for a 

horizontal plate. For the Y-direction

— -h Fy. + V  hr  ̂  ̂ )DCir-t- Vo)
P 2T

~ 4- U b(v-*V.) + (u-t Vo)
hr h X ° V .

b Vo
where y  is the relative velocity, ?0 is the velocity of 
the plate and (ir + V0 ) is the absolute velocity,

^V? = jv? = O 5 V  «  Vo „ay axNow
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Hence

L pdY

If

- P ^

- p -  p %  c o s n z  P

(2.2)

where g0 = fl2- «

The continuity equation is

= 0 .
dX d Y (2.3)

The energy equation is

/) Cy 2® = k v ae +z Dt

77*'
(2.4)

where q f is the heat generation term and § is the dissipa

tion term, both of which are neglected.

The above equations have been written for a sta

tionary coordinate system, but since all partial deriva

tives with respect to Y g (the normal coordinate for a sta

tionary frame of reference) are equal to same partials 

with respect to Y (the normal coordinate relative to the 

plate surface)$, the above equations remain valid in a 

moving coordinate system.

, Holding X constant and integrating equation 2.2 

with respect to Y from a distance Y^ outside the boundary 

layer:
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dp = - + / )^= Cosiir) d Y

(Ydp = - (Y(/99-+./>g.0 COSJXY) dY 
>. JY,

Y
R - P(x, Y,,r) = ^'(Pt-h/’^eCosrL-djdy 

p - P(X?Y,, Z-) + y* (P<̂ -t-p^bCosH'C)dY.

Differentiation with respect to X gives the pressure gradi

ent parallel to the wall as

,^P= aP(x,Y,,r)  ̂ C \ p ^ ^ p %  cos-a-r) ^ y e (2.5)
dx dx . 5x j y

Applying ^  + ^ v zu  to the point in

the bulk fluid, since it is at rest with respect to the 

plate, gives

dP(x,Y„r) = n . 
6.X (2.6)

The density can be represented by

^  = u/l»- ~  /°o»['-y3( e - ^ ) ]  , (2.7)

where is assumed constant.

Substitution of expressions 2.6 and 2.7 into equation

2.5 results in
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Y

^  = -y°»»/3 ^  c o s i i r X e - e J d Y -
(2.8)

Equation 2.1 now becomes

(2.9)

As long as fractional changes in density are small, 

yr —  I . The integration of the temperature difference.

{B- dm) will contribute nothing for values of Y outside the 
boundary layer, and therefore the upper limit of integra
tion can be changed to infinity. With these considerations, 
equation 2.9 becomes

This is the final form of the boundary layer momentum equa

tion.

In summary, the following equations result from 

the above discussion:

(a) The momentum equation is

7 ?  -  3* Jy

+ UL 4 !̂ 4- V  d U.
S'C. 5x d y

- ©oojdy 4. .
aya

(2.10)
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(b) The continuity equation is

= 0.ay

(c) The energy equation is

(2.3)

(2.4)

Referring to equation 2.5, it appears that when 

the system accelerates upward, a negative component of 

is produced, causing fluid motion in the positive 

Indirection. Acceleration of the system down apparently 

produces a positive component of causing fluid motion

in the negative Indirection.

2.2 Nondimensionalizing Equations 2.10 and 2.4

The problem can be put in a more convenient dimen

sionless form. In order to nondimensionalize equations 

2.10 and 2.4» the following dimensionless groups are de
fined :

(a) Dimensionless lengths are defined as

“ x  and ^  —  y s r  'g •

(b) Let the stream function, ̂  » be defined by
u. = ll' and v  = - ,

which satisfies continuity automatically.

Then U  = Aif
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and y  =  - - V ^

J P  d x

Although the motivation for defining the stream 
function in this manner is not presently obvi
ous, it will become so as the equations are 
put in a nondimensional form.

( c )

(d)

Dimensionless time is defined as t -i> z -

Dimensionless frequency is defined as co 7)V0?'

(e) Dimensionless temperature, is given by T  = 0 — O CO o 
®Q~ 6GO

2.3 Nondimensionalizing Equation 2.10

In making equation 2.10 a dimensionless relation, 

each term will be multiplied by (e. - See ). Nondimen

sionalizing equation 2.10 term by term gives
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I a* _ *>a(VGs)a AV _ f y
^ ® 0-6oo) f*(*,-*») 23 ±fbt d<t bt ?

' u yu = > jxtiG*)z = ^
%P(%-e<B>) b*. <%-$(%-®et>) J>s dx-bty Zicbtfr

I IT ̂  =- 1 -JVG?Ĉ QR)Z ^  yf =- If
ŷ8(e0-9c») 3V §-<3(6,,- 8c) jj3 a<i

■ »> Aau. __ . ^VQ?C^J2
<fr/3(eo-e»°) d Y z <fr#(eo-e°°) i3 <3̂ .3

(©' >

where ^ = _v/ĝ and

A(©-e^d^, A -  cos W o ,  jit]
l 7>VG* /

Td^ C03 cot
y-

?

» / t
y s ?  ’

where £ =
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Combining the above terms gives 
if± 4. ^  W  _ d3 V*d̂ -dt hx.frft dx. d̂,2 Aty

=  f &*. + & &_^°Td%rCaswt.

2.4 Nondimensionalizing Equation 2.4 
In equation 2.4

Afe-e*) + u, A ( e - W  + -u- hi®-®™} = jt_ .
dr d x  dY /°cur dYa

(2.11)

Multiplying through by and substituting in the

corresponding dimensionless groups produces

4 J % ) @  + bjj i ^ n ) 2 _ j<_ ~
<J't d«̂  dx. 2̂. dx. Tly /OCv

Multiplying this relation through by X1 /d'lb* gives

dr jT _ d# AT _ k d2T
dt ^  ^  “  >Tctf

or

^  +  5% =  '5: (2.12)

where <r is the Prandtl number.

In summary, equations 2.10 and 2.4 in dimensionless

form are

dx.
d2^ d v

(2
COS cat
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and

iT , dV 3T 3V jT _ t j^T
5t - r  . 6̂ .1 ’ (2.12)

respectively.

The boundary conditions are

where the subscript,w, denotes conditions at the "wall" 

(surface of the plate).

2.5 Perturbation of Equations

It is obvious that equations 2.11 and,2.12 are 

coupled since  ̂and t appear in both. They are nonlinear 

since products of the derivatives of |// and t are present.
The problem is also transient in nature since velocity and 

temperature vary with time as well as with space. and

To are defined to be solutions in the absence of vibra

tion (the steady state situation). First order approxima

tions of the solutions are expressed as perturbations about 

these values by

if/ t'5 COy 0)- (j)0 (x3 >£1 CT,<j> )+ £ f,{■*■> fit? iTy <P) (g.l^)

and

T ( x 3^,ty 6) 037 o-? 0 ) = (2elk)
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where e is defined by 6 = ^  .

The above approximations can be expected to be valid if the 

perturbations are small compared to the steady mean values 

of velocity and temperature. This method does place a limit 

on the magnitude of e ; however, no restrictions can be 

stated since the character of A  and 17 are presently un
known.

2.6 Combining Equations 2,13 and 2,14 with 2,11 and 2,12

Combining equations 2.13 and 2.14 with 2.11 results 

in

H A * 6 *) i H A * 6 *)

__ ■= $ ^  ̂(T0+£i7)d̂ + e Coscot

or
yV', \ f n . ,, ,,y»,'

a ? ,

Terms that are independent of e require

(2.15)
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Neglecting terms involving * corresponding to products of 

perturbations# the coefficients of e give
bZ(p, .̂V f a2 ,̂ yA,

\ dxty * dxJftdyJ [~Zx? ~5y* ~^tp-~5xy
X3 lb 7 \ f00 A r® _ (2. 16)

‘ ~  ^ ^  \"T7dLk ~  yTed^cosost.

Combining equations 2.13 and 2.14 with 2.12 results

in
(̂To-t-eT,)

at
^ (‘/t + 6 î) h (io-t- 6 ~n)

i't. a %. a ^
— _L C"T5 4-6T;)

cr a y

»s)(e @

Terms that are independent of e require

^  ax _ a^0 ax = _l y x  #â f ax. t x  "5̂  <r ay 
Neglecting e1 terms# coefficients of e give

(2.17)

(2.18)

In summary# terms that are independent of e require

that
f t To — O (2.15)



(2.16)

Neglecting e2 terms, the coefficients of <£ give
v r L + / o ro o_

and

Boundary conditions for equations 2.15 through 2.18 are

2.7 Steady State Solution

An undocumented method for the selection of a simi

larity variable developed by R. E. Petersen, Associate Pro

fessor of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Arizona, 

will be employed in rewriting equations 2.15 and 2.17.

and let x- 'n F(̂ ) , and To r x, m . Rewriting equa-

and

Let the similarity variable be of the form /£= ̂ x l/m
ezzJ m- 4

tion 2.15, the first term becomes



b t  b*% = x ' V  F^) f e K 2/V ( < ) -  ̂ £ 3/n F"^) 
dXa^ L

a  ^  .= rF'c;)]-%  x ^ 5 f'w  F"ti)

The second tern is

- ^ '= — fairjW ^ P (q) F"(l̂) -F ̂ /rn ^ m F̂ l) F
6% \ ^  '

COc.

The third term becomes

y *, m —
n — X, F w(r?)j

and the last term is

h  h

- a r
~ $ Jx. ^ To H

~ * n  ^T°dl* = " ̂  \
wherep^ p is a dummy variable*

-  4  /n
-<l> \ HOD-A^’-hW ^' 4,m u'i'n ,1 d

-3/n H(p- H ^ ) ] ^

Combining the above terms gives equation 2 <,15 as 
,2 ,.. F W  F'X^-F'

=  $ x'3An
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or

(!==*) [F'di]2- c2̂ ) m  f'Vi) - f"'ci)= ̂  ̂
1

If we letnr\= i , equation 2.15 finally becomes 

F"V7) + [P,('l)]Z- f + (2.19)

wtoere the similarity variable is 7= î /x. e

In rewriting equation 2.17, the first term becomes

b h  &To _1---T--- — X
6^ da-

p'd) R ^ ) x 4/rn h (i) - V m  ^ 5/m H'(n)

M  g  =-(n7^i )F'(r|)H(7)^£̂ -  %  F'dllH'^x
21=irn

The second term is given by
&To f f/m-ix. -Vm

M  A
dx

F(R)- V m  x' F'(n)] H'o?)

- M  i5 =  -  F(7)H ^ x ' " m ” + ’Z/m F'(7)HW^ ~

Finally, the last term becomes

Combining the above terms, equation 2.17 becomes

f 'c!) m )  - ( ^ j  F(n) h '(i) = -J= h "(d ,
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but sincem=i was selected for equation 2.19 giving a 

similarity variable ^=^-/x , m  is also equal to 1 for 

equation 2.17= This is because equations 2.15 and 2.1? are 
coupled. Hence equation 2.1? finally becomes

^ H"(n) t 3 F'rt) H(1) = O. (2.20)

In summary, equations 2.15 and 2.17 can be rewritten

F"'0?)-h [F'Cq)]2- \ [dH())+)H'(>)]d) =  O (2.19)

and

F /(ir?)H(rl) = O) (2.20)

with the following boundary conditions:

F(o) = F'(O) =  F'C00) = O 3 HCO)=i, H(co)= O-

Equations 2.19 and 2.20 are coupled, ordinary, 

nonlinear equations with ̂  as the independent variable. 

However, it is to be noted that equation 2.19 is an inte
gral differential equation with the dependent function h(>) 
appearing under the integral sign. These equations have not 

been solved in this thesis, but it is possible to solve 

them by numerical means (11), (12).

Solutions to equations similar to equations 2.19 

and 2.20, for a vertical heated, flat plate, subjected to
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transverse vibrations were first given by Schmidt and 

Beckman (9) for air and recently by Ostrach (9) for a wide 

range of Prandtl numbers. Experimental verification of 

the theoretical results was first accomplished by Schmidt 

and Beckman (9), Schoenhals and Clark (9)# in their solu

tion to equations similar to equations 2,19 and 2,20 

employed the similarity variable '-fo/y+x?

Their equations were

Fz,W  + 3 F"M) FM)- 2 [F'Ol)]2̂  HOl) = °

and

•̂ ;H//(7)-h3 F(7)H/(t7)= 0 “

2.8 Vibratory Perturbations
Equations 2.16 and 2,18 will be employed to derive 

the vibration perturbations. Since for the assumed mode of 
vibration, the manner in which time varies is known, the 
time variable can be specified by defining

CO, cr5 0) =r M  <r-, 0) (2.21)

and

T, (xjCjpt, 0), CT-, 0) = N G>, cr, 0 “ (2.22)

Since M and N are complex, they may also be written in 
terms of a magnitude and a phase angle as, for example.
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6M e1*

(2.23)

and

N = (2.24)

Combining relations 2.21 and 2.22 with equation 

2.16 produces

+ r a*, ^
»1r d x - d t  ^  n  .

a A
H  w a, ̂  3x

N e 20td^

*

’00

H(r|) ei«t

Note that in the right-hand term of equation 2.16 we have 

replaced cos ̂  t (which is the real part of e,cot ) with e-zajt.

Hence
tu) 6M + A m  + daM dh)V ̂  \ T £  ^

m 4" |
~ H ( ^ ) d ^

(2.25)
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Combining equations 2.21 and 2.22 with equation

2.18 gives
a (N eiatJ 
dt . dK- 4- 611 6(mdx

a/’o KNe*^) + T̂o a(He;<ot:j 
7^  ax

_L ^ ( N e ia>t) 
o' 6%z

or

za0= iN
dx T^J

aN
d<% -v-aT, & _L<r al N (2.26)

In summary, equations 2.16 and 2.18 can be written
/ t o

( a t  3^)""(lx *2$ $■)

_

and

H(7)d^

+ (i| g j_ d2M

(2.25)

(2.26)

with the following boundary conditions?

(^)w = (is)w=(^)„= Nm = O •

Reduction of equations 2.25 and 2.26 to ordinary differen

tial and integral differential equations can be performed 

by the same method employed in the solution of equations 

2.19 and 2.20.

As a comparison, for a system consisting of a verti

cal, heated wall, vibrated normal to its plane, Schoenhals
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and Clark (9) obtained the momentum and energy equations 

as

2 co & M -h '4jfc ^  4. + £ £  *M'
^  3^/ V3x.

loo

(2.27)

and

2co (M. +• ^5 ^To
ax -ĵ .+ -yj-ix,

J_
CT

32N
(2.28)

respectively.

The difference in equations 2.25 and 2.26 and the 

equations of Schoenhals and Clark arises from the direc

tion of the body force. For the vertical wall, the body 

force acts in the negative X-direction, whereas, for the 

horizontal case, it acts in the negative Y-direction. 

Schoenhals and Clark (9) obtained solutions to equations 

2.27 and 2.28. They obtained asymptotic solutions for 

large values of W**' by neglecting convective terms, since, 

for large values o f w , the convective terms were negli

gible compared with local acceleration and the time rate of 

change of energy. For low values of cuV^x1, solutions were 

arrived at by employing an integral method. Commenting 

upon their solutions, Schoenhals and Clark indicated that 

for those eases for which perturbations were small the re
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suits appeared applicable. They stated that difficulty was 

encountered in the extreme nose region of the boundary 

layer, but since boundary-layer assumptions are not satis

fied in this region, that this was not unexpected.

The foregoing has been an attempt to apply what is 

believed to be a valid approach to the similar problem of 

Schoenhals and Clark, for the closely related current sys

tem. Although numerical solutions to the included equa

tions were not obtained, it is hoped that the results that 

were achieved will be a step forward in the solution of 
this very complicated problem.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND APPARATUS

3 o1 Preliminary Considerations

In the consideration of the basic experimental 

design, it was necessary to consider all possible variables 
that might affect the test results« In Price8s thesis (10), 

an attempt was made to find a dimensionless correlation 

involving the effects of vibration on heat transfer rates» 

Based on a dimensionless analysis, he indicated that there 

appeared to be twelve dimensionless groups which should be 

consideredo They are as follows %

lo Vibrational Nusselt number, h L/k.v
2. Grashof number, <̂ /s a t s l3/?)1.

3 = Prandlt number, c p/ V k .

4° Vibrational Mach number, af/c.

5« Fluid flow Mach number, V/c.

6 e Vibrational Reynolds number, cS-Lb,.,,°
Vo L7. Fluid flow Reynolds number,

8. Ratio of specific heats, y

9. Vibrational amplitude, a/L.
Length

Difference in surface ambient temperatures, 
Fluid temperature

ATj
Too

29
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11. Surface roughness. .
Length ---- L

12. Coefficient of thermal expansion of fluid. _f_ .
Fluid temperature

Of the above dimensionless groups, the Vibrational Nusselt: 
number, the Grashof number, the Vibrational Reynolds number, 

and the dimensionless amplitude were considered variables.
The effects of /at<» are contained in the Vibrational

!

Nusselt number and the effects of af are contained in the 

Vibrational Reynolds number. The remaining dimensionless 

groups were constant. The variable quantities appearing in 

the dimensionless groups considered are hv , the surface 

coefficient of heat transfer; a, the amplitude; f , the 
frequency; and Tg, the difference between the plate sur
face temperature and ambient temperature. The experiment 

was designed to control and measure amplitude, frequency, 
and to measure the difference between plate surface temper

ature and ambient temperature, in order to determine their 
effects upon the surface coefficient of heat transfer.

3.2 General

The principal components of the experimental equip
ment were an internally heated, horizontal, flat plate; 
a Minneapolis-Honeywell Recording Potentiometer; and an All 
American Vibration Fatigue Testing Machine to vibrate the 
plate in a transverse direction.
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The apparatus was capable of providing heat trans

fer data for plate surface temperatures as high as 270 

degrees F, for frequencies of vibration from 0 to 100 cps, 

and for amplitudes of vibration from 0 to 0.05 inches=
Figure 1 is a diagram of the plate. Figure 2 is 

a photograph of the experimental set-up.

3.3 Test Plate

The test plate used in the experiment was designed 

to provide uniformity in surface temperature and to have 

low mass to facilitate vibration by the vibrator employed. 

This plate was of laminated construction, measuring 10.25 

inches in length and 7.25 inches in height. It is shown 

in Figure 1. The heated surface consisted of a 5/32 inch 

thick aluminum sheet in which four copper-constantan thermo

couples were embedded. Next to the aluminum sheet was 

placed a l/32 inch thick mica sheet to provide electrical 
insulation for the nichrome-wire heater. The heater, 

which was placed next to the mica sheet and consisted of 

one circuit, was formed by laying the flat, nichrome-wire, 

1.086 ohms/ft, in two flat coils. The individual windings 

were spaced 1/4 inch apart. These coils were positioned 

so as to extend over the entire area of the test plate.

The electrical leads for this circuit extended through a 

laminated plastic insulator in the back of the plate and
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were affixed to terminals positioned on the support plate.

Another sheet of l/32 inch thick mica insulation 

separated the heater from three sheets of l/8 inch thick 

asbestos thermal insulation. The entire configuration was 

backed by a 5/32 inch thick aluminum support plate.
At the rear of the support plate and centrally 

located, was welded a 1 inch by l/4 inch aluminum support 

rod. This was employed as a mounting device to the sup
port pedestal.

Four copper-constantan thermocouples were employed 

to measure the average surface temperature of the test 

plate. Four 1/8 inch holes were drilled in the 5/32 inch 

front plate. The thermocouple wires were drawn through 

these holes and were soldered to the surface with aluminum 

solder. Mires, extending from the rear of the front plate, 

were placed in grooves machined in the back of the plate. 

Wires protruding from the front of the plate were machined 

smooth so that the surface was undisturbed.

Prior to the assembly of the test plate, the heater 

and the mica insulation sheets were sealed with No. 1 

Sauereisen cement and baked for eight hours at 500 degrees 

F to drive off chemically combined water.

Upon final assembly, the edges of the test plate 

were sealed with No. 1 Sauereisen cement to provide edge 

insulation.
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Thermocouples indicated, upon testing, a surface 

temperature variation of no more than + 2 degrees F from 

the lowest to the highest. Based on this, an average sur

face temperature was employed in all data calculations.

The test plate was positioned on the vibrator by 

means of a support pedestal as shown in Figure 2.

Additional thermal insulation, consisting of three 

layers of spun fiberglass, were attached to the rear of 

the support plate and around the pedestal. Three layers of 

l/s inch asbestos sheets insulated the pedestal from the 
vibrator test stand. This was to reduce conductive heat 

transfer from rear plate and pedestal surfaces. The entire 

configuration, including test plate and pedestal, weighed

4.5 pounds.

3.4 Vibrator
An All American Vibration Fatigue Testing machine^ 

model 10-VA-T, shown in Figure 2, was used as a source of 

vibration. This equipment provided a frequency range from 

0 to 100 cps at amplitudes from 0 to 0.05 inches. Due to 

total effective force limitations inherent to the vibrating 

equipment employed, the entire frequency range was not 

available for all amplitudes. The complete frequency band 

was utilized for amplitudes of 0.025 inches, 0.0125 inches, 

and O.OO63 inches, while 61 cps was the maximum frequency
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attainable for an amplitude of 0.05 inches.

3°5 Measuring Devices

Amplitude. The amplitude was initially set by the 

calibrated dial on the vibration equipment. The accuracy 

of machine settings was checked statically and dynamically. 

Static measurements were taken of the total test stand 

excursion. Dynamic measurements were made with the equip

ment shown in Figure 3°

Temperature. Temperatures indicated by the thermo

couples were measured by a Minneapolis-Honeywell, Recording 

Potentiometer, model Y153x(67)-Pl6-II-III-(101)-D, possess

ing a range from 0 to 300 degrees F. The accuracy of the 

instrument was checked at the boiling point and freezing 

point of water and at various temperatures in between.

Over this range, it was determined that the indicated 

recorder temperatures were 1 degree F below actual temper

atures. A correction factor of 1 degree F was applied to 

all data run calculations. The equipment is shown in Fig

ure 2.
Thermocouples were positioned in the front plate, 

shown in Figure 1, in order that the average of the four 

surface thermocouples represented as nearly as possible 

the average plate temperature.
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Frequency. Frequency m s  primarily determined by 

the electric tachometer on the vibration equipment. Read

ings were checked against a type No. 63I-B General Radio 
strobotac having a range of 600 to 14,500 rpm and a mech

anical Starrett revolution counter.

3 06 Power-Control Panel

The power-control panel contained one type 20 

Powerstat voltage regulator for the heater circuit. Power 

measurements were made by a model 8AP9HBL8, type AP-9 

General Electric Wattmeter having a range of 0 to 375 
watts. This was checked against the readings of a model 

BAP9AAL14# Type AP-9 General Electric ammeter having a 

range of 0 to 25 amperes and a model 8AP9VAN11, type AP-9 
General Electric voltmeter having a range of 0 to 250 

volts. This circuit was protected with a 5 ampere fuse. 

The panel is shown in Figure 2.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

4»1 Preliminaries

The desired initial surface temperature was 

attained by the adjustment of the voltage to the heater 

circuit0 Readings of the recording potentiometer were used 

as a guide for the adjustments® Data runs were not begun 

until a desired equilibrium temperature was obtained® When 

the test plate was heated from ambient temperature, equili

brium was achieved in approximately 2 hours.

4.2 Obtaining Data

Testing procedure was divided into essentially two 

phases. The first was concerned with obtaining values for 

the increase in the surface coefficient of heat transfer 

when the test plate was vibrated at the equilibrium temper

ature for that particular frequency and amplitude. All 

runs in this series were conducted with the plate in a 

horizontal position with vibrations in a transverse direc

tion; i.e., normal to the plate surface.

Phase 2 was devoted to obtaining data on the in

crease in the surface coefficient of heat transfer, as in
36
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the first phase. However, the plate was positioned verti
cally, with vibrations in a longitudinal direction? i.e., 
parallel to the plate surface. This data was utilized for 

a comparison in the change of the surface coefficient for 

transverse vibrations as opposed to longitudinal vibra

tions.

Vibrating conditions of amplitude and frequency 
having no effect were separated from conditions having an 

effect on the heat transfer coefficient, during both phases.

Testing Procedure. For Phases 1 and 2, the follow

ing procedure was employed t

1. The test plate was allowed to reach an equili

brium temperature statically.

2. After a minimum of 10 minutes subsequent to 

achieving static equilibrium, the room temperature, T^s , 

and the surface temperature, Tss, of the plate were recorded.

3. The amplitude and frequency of the vibrator 

were adjusted to the desired values and the equipment was 

started.

4. At high frequencies and large amplitudes, the 

equilibrium value of the surface temperature of the plate,
Tgv, was attained in approximately 1 hour. Figure 4 shows 
this variation of surface temperature with time.

5. Approximately 10 minutes after vibrational 

equilibrium was obtained, the room temperature, Toov $ and
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the plate surface temperature, TSv were recorded. All 

temperatures employed in data calculations were average 

temperatures, which were obtained from periodic tempera

ture readings,

Amplitude, Amplitudes were set by adjusting a dial 

on the vibrator. These were checked by static measurements 

and by means of the apparatus shown in Figure 3,

Frequency, Frequencies were determined by the 

tachometer on the vibrator. Periodic checks were made with 

a Strobotac and a mechanical revolution counter. No changes 

in frequency or amplitude were noted,

4°3 Scope
-Including preliminary runs, phase 1 and phase 2, 

approximately 70 runs were made.

Preliminary Runs. Preliminary runs were conducted 

in order to test and adjust equipment. Combinations of fre

quency and amplitude employed were those to be used in 

phases 1 and 2.

Phase 1 .

Temperature. Plate surface temperatures ranged 

from 176 F to 262 F.

Amplitude. Amplitudes of 0.05, 0.025, 0,0125 

and O.OO63 inches were utilized.
Frequency. The range of frequencies was from



3 cps to 100 cps<>

Phase 20

Temperatureo 
from 253 F to 268 F»

39

Plate surface temperatures ranged

used.
An amplitude of 0*0125 inches was

Frequency, Frequencies ranged from 10 cps to

100 cps.



CHAPTER 5

DATA EVALUATION

5 o l  General

During the conduct of preliminary runs an attempt 

m s  made to separate the distinctive modes of heat transfer 

inherent to the test apparatus. It was initially assumed 

that conduction and radiation were negligible compared to 

convection from the plate surface. Several trial runs 

were performed to determine the effects upon the test 

plate surface temperature of radiation from the equipment 

surfaces and of conduction down the support pedestal.

Varying amounts of various types of thermal insulation were 

employed to insulate the pedestal surface, the rear of the 

support plate and to insulate the pedestal from the vibrator 

test stand. Conduction down the support pedestal was meas

ured by the installation of two thermocouples, 2 inches 

apart, on the pedestal proper® Since the pedestal wall 

thickness was small, it was assumed that the pedestal temper

ature was uniform throughout its thickness. Upon the in

stallation of insulation, it m s  discovered that conduction 

could not be completely eliminated. It followed that 

neither conductive nor radiant heat transfer could be
40
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neglected in data calculationse

Since it Was possible to separate conductive and 

radiarit heat transfer and to measure each, it was possible, 

knowing the total heat transfer value, to calculate the 

heat transferred by convection from the test plate surface. 

By employing this information in conjunction with tempera

ture data obtained from the test equipment, the calculation 

of the increase in the surface coefficient of heat trans

fer from the static to vibrating state could be determined.

5.2 Conductive Heat Transfer

Conduction via the support pedestal can be repre

sented by

%  = K0 A dd J  =  axy, (5.1)

where k& = conductivity of aluminum = 120 BTU/hr ft^ F

cross-sectional area = 0.00229 ft%

temperature gradient —  A T 8A x .

Numerically, this can be written
s

a  =  1 .65 AT') BTU. (5.2)

To separate static and vibrating states, the conductive 

heat transfer may be represented by

<?k5 = i'6 5 A 7 "s > T ^ >  a n d  <?KV= 1 6 5 (5*3)
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respectively <,

5 =3 Radiant Heat Transfer

Assuming that the test plate surface is a small gray 

body enclosed by black surroundings, net radiation from the 
surface is given by

Qr = As ̂ ̂  j9 Biu
h/i (5.4)

where As = surface area of the test plate = 0,516 ft^ 

6 = emissivity of aluminum = 0,088

a1 - Stefan=Boltzman constant 0,1714 x 10“8

Ts “ surface temperature of test plate = degrees R 

Too = average ambient temperature = 530 R,
The value of emissivity of aluminum is an average between 

the emissivity of an oxidized and a polished surface. 

Equation 5=4 numerically is

%  = -oo777 (58r - 6 -0 5 > (5.5

To separate static and vibrating states, the radiant heat 
transfer may be represented by

Qrs= •oo777 and 00777 f -6.05} BTU
\ too / (5=6)

respectively
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5»4 Convective Heat Transfer

Convective heat transfer from the surface of the 

test plate may be calculated from the following expressions

Qr = Q* + Q* + Qc 9 9

or (5.7)
Qc- 9r - Qk —Qr? )
where Q̂ . = total heat transferred» Qt is equal to the

nominal power input times 3 =415 --E: , orwatt-hr

Qt " 50 watts x 3=415 BTU
watt-hr. 170 06 BTU

watt-hr

Upon the substitution of numerical values, this becomes

for the static and vibratory states
Qcs = 170«6 — 1-65 ATs — Q0 0 7 7 7  ( too)4-  0 5 ] ,  5

and (5=8)
(pcv =  170=6 -  |*65 A T /  -  [.00777 ('gv.p-6 .05j?

respectively0

5=5 The Increase in the Surface Coefficient of Heat Trans
fer

Convective heat transfer rates for static and 

vibratory states may be represented by

9cs — Ks As A T SS  ̂ 9 and Q c v  = ^  As A*T^V̂  ? (5.9)

where A T SS = Tss _ TooS and A"Tsv ̂  "Tsv — Toov 0
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Re-arranging the two equations of 5.9 results in

hv _  Qcv ATss  
hs Qcs ATsv 9 (5.10)

where h^/hg represents the increase in the surface coeffi

cient of heat transfer® Substituting equations 5.8 into 

5.10 produces

hv
hs

170.6 -  1 .65  ATs'- [ -0 0 7 7 7 ( ^ 1) ^ - 6-Q5j  
170-6 — 1-65 ATv— [.00 777^T^v)4 -  6*0  5 j

ATss
ATiv ' (5.11)

Equation 5.11 was employed in all data calculations.

The fractional increase in the surface coefficient 

due to vibration may be expressed as follows:

§ E ^  —  l o (5.12)
ns

The values of h in the foregoing expressions are average 

values for the entire surface.

5.6 Physical Property Values

The thermal conductivity, kinematic viscosity and 

the Prandtl number for air were evaluated at the average 

film temperature described by

Tf - T„ .+ Tg, , p. (5.13)
2

Values were obtained from Principles of Heat Transfer, by 

Frank Kreith (8).
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5.7 Additional Dimensionless Parameters

In addition to the dimensionless groups defined by- 

equations 5.11 and 5.12, the Grashof number, Nusselt number 

and a Vibrational Reynolds number were calculated for each 

data run comprising phase 1. Within the range of the 

investigation, the Prandtl number was constant and was 

equal to 0.72. The characteristic length employed is de

fined as

to. 2 5 X 7 2 5'
1 144-

2
— o» 3 6  f  t . (5.14)

Grashof number. An average Grashof number was used 

and for the vibration state was defined as -

Go' = ATsv =  | . 5 6 9  £ T sv (5.15)

Nusselt number. The Nusselt number was also eval

uated as an average over the characteristic length, L. It 

was defined for the vibration state by

Nuv L hv 
k

0*36 hv . 
k (5.16)

Vibrational Reynolds number. The Vibrational 

Reynolds number was also evaluated as an average value over 

the length L. The velocity term is described by
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X =  a  S i n  c o t  9 f t ,

X — Q CO CoS cot , ft /SC C ,
X 0 - 2 Tff a V T  _ TTf Q V ^  —  4-44 o f  3 -ft/sec,

RMS 2.

(5.17)

where ”aw represents amplitude in feet, "f” frequency in 

cps, and co = 27T f . The Vibrational Reynolds number then 

becomes

_ (4«44Q-f)L
Rev ------ j " 9.3 X I03 Q f  . (5.18)

5.8 Sample Data Calculations

The following is a sample data calculation for 
Run number 27t

H y A y  and ky . Employing 5.11

hv _ ( 1 7 0 .6 -  1 .65X10-7 -  [•0O777 ( 7 . l& ' ) ~ 6 , .o 5 j  
hs ~ ( l 7 0 - 6 -  1-65 X13-6-  [.oo777 (6-75")) - 6 - 0 5  ]

186.5
143.7

1-327

6 = hy - [ = 1-3 2 7— I ~ 0.327 
hs

r _ 9c v „ 
^  As Atsv

1-9 2 8  X 1 3 4 . 0 5  _  
.143.7 1.8 BTU/hA_

Musselt number. Employing 5.16

Muv =  0 - 3 6  &  =  
H

o-36 x 8 _ 
0*01626 3 9.7.
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Grashof number» Using 5-15

Grv = 1.56 9 ATSv 
3)1 Toov

1 ♦ 5 fi> 9 X 143.9 x , 06 
70.8 x 0 0 ̂2 5 74.8 x 106 .

Vibrational Reynolds number. Applying 5.18 

Rev = 9-3 xio3 ai = 9.3xio3x o .00417 x 40 = 1548°

5.9 Data Correction Factors

Atmospheric pressure corrections. Local atmospheric 

pressure was an average value of 27=3 inches of mercury.

All temperature data was referred to 1 atmosphere by the 

following relation:

To = R, (5.19)

where zero subscripts denote standard sea level conditions 

and subscript 1 denotes local conditions.

Correction factor for the electrical resistance 

change of heater. The change in the electrical resistance 

of the nichrome-wire used in the heater circuit was calcu

lated by the relation

r- r0 (t-he* AT) = 24 0> 0.00013x100)= 24-312 ohms. (5.20)
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where R0 = total heater resistance at 20 degrees C =

24 ohms (average room temperature)
<X = temperature coefficient of electrical 

resistance/degree C = 0.00013/C 

A  T = average maximum heater temperature increase 

- 100 G.
The nominal electrical input power setting was 50 

watts. Although the input power changed slightly due to 

thermal changes in the resistance of the heater, the 

change was considered negligible and was neglected in data 

calculations. This may be shown as follows: the nominal

power setting was, R>- eV r. , where E was the line voltage 

(a constant) and R0 was "cold” resistance of the heater. 

The operating power was, P= e2/r , where "hot” resistance.

R, was given by equation 5,20, Therefore

p«-p = i
- e \  5?Ro R

p.-p = i (I _ t ) (5.21)

Po~ P = 50 / 24 ) ~  5 0 — 4S-4 = O'6 Watts*
V 24.312. /

This was the decrease in power from the "cold” setting to 

the "hot” setting. Any variations in the "hot” power set

ting would have been much less than this and were, there

fore, neglected.

Temperature corrections. Upon checking the record



ing potentiometer against the ice point and the boiling 

pointy it was disclosed that the average potentiometer 

readings were 1 degree F below actual temperatures« A 

1 degree F temperature correction factor was added to all 
temperature data.



CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

6.1 General

Within the scope of the experiment conducted, that 

is, in the range of amplitudes from 0.0063 inches to 0.050 

inches and frequencies ranging from 0 to 100 cps, the con

vective heat transfer appeared to behave in three distinct 

ways, depending upon the region of amplitude involved. 

These regions will be designated asi "low amplitude" re

gion, 0.0063 inches 4 a < 0.0125 inches 1 the "transition" 

region, 0.0125 inches < a < 0.025 inches; and the "high 

amplitude" region, 0.025 inches< a ^  0.05 inches. From 

the data recorded, the product of amplitude and frequency 

appeared to play the predominant role in the region of 

"low amplitude," whereas, frequency dominated in the "high 

amplitude" region in determining the increase in the sur

face coefficient of heat transfer. No data was obtained 

for the "transition" region due to the difficulty of set

ting amplitudes between 0.0125 inches and 0.025 inches.

6.2 "Low Amplitude" Region. 0.0063 inches ^  a^  0.0125

Inches

hv/hq plots. Figure 5 is a plot of hy/hg against

50



frequency. Over the available frequency range, it is noted 

that the curve characteristic of this region appears to 

level off, attaining a maximum value beyond which an in

crease in frequency has no apparent effect. Figure 6 indi

cates that the increase in the surface coefficient of heat 

transfer with increasing amplitude is very nearly linear.

Additional dimensionless groups. In an attempt to 

collapse the data in the "low amplitude" region under one 

curve, the Vibrational Nusselt number was plotted against 
the product of the Vibrational Reynolds number and the 

Prandtl number. Figure 7 1 the Grashof number. Figure 8; 

and against ttie product of the Prandtl number, the Grashof 

number, and the Vibrational Reynolds number. Figure 9,

As the Figures indicate, this was unsuccessful. In Figure 

10 the. Vibrational Nusselt number was plotted versus the 

product of the Prandtl number and the Vibrational Reynolds 

number (for "low amplitude" data only) on a log-log basis. 

Data from the "low amplitude" region was thus reduced to 

a single curve on the log-log plot, giving rise to the 

following %
d (LOG Nuv) — I /£,
d{u>Q [(P«XRev)]j

d (lck* Nuv) = V6 d £l-ogi[(Pr) (6.1) 

Loq Nuy = LOq [(?%)(Rey)] +■ Loq C

Nuv = C ĵ(pR)(Rev)J
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Solving for the constant Cl

c = Nuv[(PR)(Rev)]‘/6 ’

at N u v = 35 and (PR)(Rev)r400 t gives

C - ^ 7 6  = 12-92.

Substituting this expression into equation 6.1 produces 

Nuv = 12-92 [(PR)(Rev)] ^  • (6.2)

Equation 6,2 is valid for 0.0063 inches ̂  a ^  0,0125 

inches and 0 <  f <  100, Within the scope of this test, it 

produces reasonable values for hv .

Equation 6.2 can be put in a form relating ampli

tude, a, and frequency, f , to , the fractional increase 

in the surface coefficient of heat transfer. According to 

equation 5-15

Nuv - 0-36 —  9 K

Hence, it follows from equation 6.2 that 

|Njuv =  °-3 6 Li = 12-92 [o-72 3K (6.3)

where the Prandtl number, Pr = constant = 0.72, According 

to equation 5-17, the Vibrational Reynolds number,

Rev = 9-3 x 10^ af. Therefore, equation 6.3 becomes
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h v =  l | # K [ o . 7 2 x 9 . - 3 * > 0 5 l ,'e [ a f ] ' ^

' (6.4)

Employing an average value of k = O.OI63 Btu/hr-ft-F, 
equation 6.4 becomes

hv ~ 2.54 ha-fta-F * (6.5)
The average stationary surface coefficient of heat trans

fer can be written

r Qcs _ 130 - ,.4 ■..?-Tu— = 9 '
h s  ”  A ( T 5 5  -  T50o) 0 . 5 1 7 X 1 8 0  h a - ; t 2 - F  ( 6 . 6 )

where Q = the average stationary = 1 3 0  Btu/hr 
convective heat transfer

A = surface area of test.plate - 0.517 ft%

Tg = an average stationary = 70 F
ambient temperature

Tss = an average stationary = 250 F
plate surface temperature

The fractional increase in the surface coefficient of heat 

transfer is given by equation 5®12 as

From equations 6.5 and 6.6

(6.7)
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Therefore* for the "low amplitude" region 

(f> = 1-814 (Qf)'/6-| .
(6.8)

6.3 High "Amplitude region." 0.025 inches a? a $ 0.05 
inches

h /h plots. Figure 5 is a plot of K /FT vs fre- v S v s
quency. Over the available frequency range * the charac

teristic curve for this region indicates no maximum value. 

At higher frequencies than were attainable with the avail

able apparatus* it is believed that these curves would 

obtain maximum values* displaying the same characteristics 

as the low amplitude region curves.

Additional dimensionless groups. Attempts to col

lapse the data of the high amplitude region under one 

curve* when plotting the Vibrational Nusselt number vs the 

Grashof number* and combinations of the products of the 

Prandtl and Vibrational Reynolds numbers met with negative 

results. These plots are shown in Figures 7* 8* and 9® In 

an attempt to obtain an empirical relation* <§ * defined as 

hy/hg - 1* was plotted against frequency as shown in Figure 

11. In addition* $ was plotted vs amplitude at a constant 

frequency of 60 cps* as shown in Figure 12. From Figure 11, 

the following is obtained for the "high amplitude" region %
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d (LOG,0)= 2*95 d (LOQf)
Log, <f> =  2 . 9 5  LOq f  -t- LOq C

4> = c cq) (*)2'95. (6.9)

From Figure 12

slope = 1.567 =
d (Log d>) 
d (L oq  o )

where a is measured in numbers of mils, and 
d (log, = i-567 d Ci-ocia)
~ Loq $ - 1 o 567 Loq o + Loq G

 ̂= C a1'376
and
4, = c a' ™  S-2-95,

hence, employing the method of least squares to find C, 

the resulting expression is

S. 753X10 a-9 _ 1.567 £  2 - 3 5 (6.10)
where a is measured in numbers of mils. 

Expressing a in feet, equation 6.10 becomes 
<j) =  (9 -753  X  Kf9j(l.2X  . o Y 56”7 a,'56Tf Z’95

$  -  (9.7 5 3  X  lO- 9 )(2 .4 -73  X I06)  a ' ' 54>7-f 2 ‘9S

d = 2.41 xio'2 a'”567 f 2‘95.

Equation 6.11 for the "high amplitude" region is in the 

same form as equation 6.8 for the "low amplitude." Equa-
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tioii 6,, 10 can be put in terras of the Vibrational Reynolds 

number and the frequency by
, q /-jT  TT L af\l*56T r |.383 f  i)# I-2X104^.567

^  =  f  X  [if V  L  J (6.12)
=  1-355x10-8 1-5 67 r l'3 83

f

where L = a characteristic length = O .36 ft
= kinematic viscosity of air = 0.163 ft^/sec 

a = amplitude = ft

f = frequency = cps.

Equation 6.10, within the available ranges of amplitude 

and frequency, proved valid for test data (see Figure 13)

6.4 "Transition" Region

No data was obtained for the "transition" region 

due to the difficulty of setting amplitude between 0=0125 

inches and 0=025 inches. The only definite statement that 

can be made is that this zone, for a frequency range of 0 

to 100 cps, falls between amplitudes of 0.0125 inches and 

0.025 inches. The existence of the "transition" region 

was indicated by difference in character between the curves 

of the "low amplitude" and "high amplitude" regions.

6.5 Effects of Frequency and Amplitude upon Minimum 

Increases in Kv

During all data runs, the point at which hv dis-



played an increase, was plotted, A summary of this data is 

shown in Figure 14® This is a plot of frequency vs ampli

tude and it appears to have the form of the upper branch 

of a hyperbola, Hence, the point where minimum increase 

in hv occurs can be expressed by

G. -f — constant, (6,13)

where nare represents amplitude and “f18 frequency,

6,6 Comparison of the Effects of Transverse Vibrations vs 

Longitudinal Vibrations

Figure 15, portraying data for runs where vibra

tions were longitudinal in direction, was included to 

illustrate the decrease in the maximum effect on h^ when 

vibrations are parallel to the heat transfer surface.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions
Conclusions arising from the empirical data of this 

investigation are as followsi

lo The increase in hv for a frequency range of 0 

to 100 cps and a range of amplitude of 0*0063 inches to 

0.05 inches, can be separated into the following three dis
tinct regions:

a. low amplitude region, represented by

where 0.0063 inches < a ̂  0.0125 inches.
Referring to Figures 7 and 10, it is seen 

that the error resulting from the use of 

equations 6.2 and 6.8 is in the range of

+ 3$.
b. a transition region between a = 0.0125 

inches and a = 0.025 inches; and

(6.2)
or by

(j) = 1.814 (a-f)'/6- I 3 (6.8)
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c. a high amplitude region, represented by 

V  = 2.4ixio-z a'-567f2-95 (6 oil)

=  1 - 3  5  5 X  I0-8 Rev'"5 6 7  ̂ |o3 83; (6,12)

where 0=025 inches ^ a ^ 0,050 inches.

From Figure 13, it is seen that the error 

resulting from the use of equations 6.11 

and 6.12 is as high as 39% for the worse 

experimental point. However, the average 

error appears to be in the range of >  15%. 

This large error may result from the ef

fects of the "transition" region carrying 

over into the lower area of the "high 

amplitude" region,

2. That the minimum increase in hv for the fre

quency and amplitude ranges of the investigation occur when 

af = C ca 0,4« Below this value, no increase in h^ was noted,

3. That transverse vibrations have a greater effect 

in increasing hy than longitudinal vibrations over the same 

ranges of amplitude and frequency.

7.2 Recommendations

The following recommendations are presented to 

facilitate additional inquiry into the phenomenon observed
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during this investigations

le That future investigations be conducted under 

controlled conditions of ambient temperature.

2. That more sensitive instrumentation be utilized 

to explore limits and characteristics of the transition re

gion.

3. . That greater ranges of amplitude and frequency 

be investigated.

That a smaller and more compact heated surface 

test specimen be utilized to facilitate the vibration.

5= That numerical solutions to the following equa

tions be founds

a. for the stationary case;
F"'(n)+[F'C'l)]*- <t> )H'(>)]d)

(2.19)

and
+ H(H)= O •

(2.20)

b. for the vibratory case;

(2.25)
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and

\dx 5̂ - dx.J cr d(̂ 2
(2.26)

/
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Insulation & 
heating element 

Fig. 1 - Test plate and support pedestal 
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Fig. 2 - Experimental lay-out
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Total deflection is measured by the difference in 

two readings. Measurements are taken when the 

ohmmeter indicates a current flow.

micrometer

plate

vibrator test stand

ohmmeter

Fig. 3 - Amplitude measuring device.
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225

SURFACE TEMPERATURE CHANGE FROM 
STATIONARY STEADY STATE TO 
VIBRATIONAL STEADY STATE 
@ CONSTANT POWER INPUT

Position: Horizontal
Run No. : 41
Frequency: 82 cps
Amplitude: 0.0125 inches

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Time (minutes)

Fig. 4 - Temperature vs Time at constant frequency and amplitude



2.0 ,
Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibrations - transverse 
Amplitudes: .1.9 -

Q 0.0125 inches
1.8 -

1.5 '

1.4 -

1.2 -

"Low Ampli
tude"1.1 -

Dimensionless frequency

Fig. 5 - - Hy^s vs frequency at constant amplitude
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1.9 n
Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibrations - transverse 
Frequency:

0 80 cps 
A  60 cps 
0 45 cps

1.8 -

1.7 -

1.4 -

Dimensionless amplitude (inches / i inch)

Fig. 6 - h /R vs amplitude at constant frequency
68
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Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibration - transverse 
Amplitudes;

A  0.050 inches 
0 0.025 inches 
0 0.0125 inches 
©O.OO63 inches

o\C

50 -

5

40 -

§

0

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
(Rev )(Pr)

Fig. 7 - Nusselt number vs product of Vibrational Reynolds number and 
Prandtl number



Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibration - transverse 
Amplitudes:

&  0.050 inches A
© 0.025 inches ©
cd 0.0125 inches 
0  0.0063 inches

50 -

o
>5%

40 -

30 10 20

A  ©

O
O

0

0 A

0
O
©

0

0

3(5 ' 45 ' Jo 7 55 7 Jo ' So 7 Jo ’ B o

(Grv ) x 10-6

Fig. 8 - Nusselt number vs Grashof number
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Fig.

Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibration - transverse 
Amplitudes:

A 0.050 inches 
00.025 inches 
0 0.0125 inches 
00.0063 inches

O A

O
O

0 O 0 A

0

0
O

0
0 A

A A

~20 ' 30 40 T 50 ' 60 ' 70 80 ' 90 100

(Grv Pr Rev ) x 10"9

9 - Nusselt number vs product of Grashof, Prandtl and Vibrational 
Reynolds numbers
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Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibration - transverse 
Amplitudes: 

6 0.05 inches 
Q 0.025 inches 
o 0. 0125 inches 

0 , f"\ 0 0. 0063...----.-i-..,.-n_c__,.h_e--.-s ----.----.------~---.--r--,---.--....---r---.--..--~~---.--..., 
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7 h.~ . . I I I v tb 

6 h~ · :· l l! I ~A I 

2-5 ~- :tl ~~~-~~r-+r ~~~~---~-~- 1 

. . .. : I ._:_ · . . . I J: I I . I I A l 
2 T~--t I I I . ! IC) 

1.5 ~~--- 'r=--- ~-+~~~t+~ - +--l--1-+---' --+----+---+-+-. . · _ ~~ -
: 1, -·, :- -,1 - .. -. 11 luI ·- . I 11 _:-.·•• ------····- -· 

I b; · . . ;·. :· . · · j . . . ·· 1 · j · ~ __ ~l.,....h__....._~~ 

u ' s ~ , o 1. :> 20 2
· J j o .40 5o 6o 70 q 90 1, 

'I 

1. 5 2.'J 3 

Dimensionless frequency~ reps 
Fig. 11 - ~ vs frequency at constant amplitude 
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Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibrations - transverse 
High amplitude region at constant frequency of 60 cps 

Dimensionless amplitude mils 
liiiiT 

Fig. 12 - f vs amplitude at constant frequency of 60 cps 
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Position of plate - horizontal 
Direction of vibrations - transverse '

Increase in heat transfer

no effect

0.0063 0.0125 0.025

Amplitude inches

Fig. 14 - Frequency vs amplitude at point where increase begins



Position of plate - vertical 
Direction of vibrations - longitudinal 
Amplitudes:

A 0.0125 inches
1.3 -

1.2 -

Dimensionless frequency

- hv A g vs frequency at constant amplitudeFig. 15



Table I

DATA RUN SUMMART

Rim NOo 31 32 33* Run No. 31 32 33

Freq ops 40 32 10 17.65 21.8 •

Ampl in 0.05 0.05 0.05 136.75 135.05

Watts 50 50 50 Ocs BTU hrv 134.05 133.4 -

Toss °F 65.9 69.7 e=, Or 170.6 170.6 «=

Tcv °F 70.8 71.6 1.327 1.05 1

Tss °F 256 255 O.327 0.05 0

Tsv °F 214.5 250
- BTU
Hv Via-'ft1-? 1.8 1.442 «=,

A Tss °F 186.5 185.3 ^  K 02058 xi0"3 o- 2166 X\D-3
C*

A Tsv °F 143.7 178.4
u- BTU

h^IfpF 0.01626 0.01662

A T ?S °F 13.6 14 Rev 1548 812

A T Sy °F 10.7 13.2 «=» Pr 0.72 0.72

14.15 14.15 N«v 39.7 31.2

10.2 13.75 «=, Grv 74.8xl06 83.3xl06 -

<?« ™ 22<,Z& 23.1 c=> * no affect



Table I, continued
DATA RIM SUMMARY

Run Mo* 34 35 36 Run Wo* 34 35 36

Freq 17 30 51 22.6 20.8 14=69

Ampl 0 o 0 5 0.05 0.05 Qcv m .hn 133=85 137 = 42 147=84

Watts 50 50 50 133.25 134.05 133=95

Toes'F 70,8 70.9 69.4 Bruha 170.6 170.6 170.6

. T«v °F 71 o 5 72,3 71.7 1.02 1.113 1.679

Tss °P 256 255 255.6 h / h  =i 
V s 0.02 0.113 0.679

TSv °f 254 242 194.1 *v 1.408 1.522 2.11

ATss °F 185.2 184.1 186.2 O-2.178XIO'3 0 -2 .I 4 .2 X  to-3 0-1 USX 10-J

ATSv T 182,5 169.7 122.4
. &ru
K<x Vv\-ft-F 0.01666 0.0165 0.01606

AT®5 tiF 14 13.5 13.6 Re^ 646 1161 1973

A T 9v eF 13.7 12.4 8.9 Pr 0.72 0.72 0.72

<?KS ^ 14.25 14.25 14.2 H 30.4" 33=1 47=25

14.15 12.73 8.07 0rT 84.2xl06 79.8xlo6 67xl06

23.1 22.3 22.45



Table I, continued
DATA RIM SUMMARY

Run No., 37 38 39 Run No. 37 38 39

Freq 61 52 60 .<?*V 12.38 21.6 19.8

Ampl 0.05 0.0125 0.0125 151.7 135.95 138.22

Watts 50 50 50 BL U 136.92 135.38 134.75

Tcos °F 67,5 68.6 70 170.6 170.6 170.6

Tocv °F 69.5 70.1 71.7 V 5 . 1.886 1.032 1.103

Tss °F 249.5 248.5 251 ^ s - 1 0.886 0.032 0.103

TSv °F 176,3 245 240 Nr 2.495 1.494 1,54

A  Tss eF 182 179.9 181 z> it2Sec o-i^sexid-3 O Z 14-8XIO ̂ 0-ZI34 XlO 3

A T sv °f 106.8 174.9 168.3
Bt u

Ka- bn.(t-F 0.01586 0,01656 0.01652

A  T»S °F 13.5 13.2 13.4 ReT 2360 504 580.8

A  T V  6 F 7.5 13.1 12 Pr 0.72 0.72 0.72

n  0TU 13.43 13.45 13.75 % 56.6 32.5 33.6

<?Av ^ 6.52 13.05 12.58 Gr¥ 64.5xl06 84.2xl06 80.2xl06

Q ks S a 20.25 21.77 22.1



Table I, continued
DATA RIM SUKMARY

Run HOo 40 41 42 Run Ho. 40 41 42

Freq 72 .82 93 19*8 18.99 17*81

Ampl 0o0125 0.0125 0.0125 ' »CV ^ 139*47 140.66 142*16

Watts 50 50 50 <?=s ^ 135*95 134*9 135*2

Too, °F 70,7 70 71*1 ^  B™ 170.6 170.6 170.6

T® v °F 72 72 72.4 E v ^ s 1.162 1*23 1.257

T» 6F 249*3 249*5 249*2 0.162 0.23 0.257

fsv °F 229 * 5 224 221.2 E v 1.662 1.71 1.752

A T Ss °F 178.6 179*5 178.1 7) S«c 0-2l<36*id"3 O.2.0 88 x id3 0-20 82.X to"3

A T sv °F 157-5 152 148.8 lr BTUKa hn-^-F 0.01642 0,01636 0.01634

A  T ss 12.8 13*5 13*3 Re^ 698 794 902

A  "F 12 11.5 10.8 Pr 0.72 0.72 0.72

?Rs ^ 13*55 13*45 13*45 ”uv 36.45 37*65 38.6

11*33 10.95 10.63 Gsy 78.5%106 76.2xl06 74*6x106

21.1 22=25 21.95



fable Is continued
DATA B m  SUMMARY

Run N O c, 43 44* 45* Run Ho. 43 44* 45*

Freq 100 50 . 59 9" Z 15.68 -

Ampl 0.012$ O.OO63 0=0063 144.97 e=a

Watts 50 50 50 %= z 136.6 c=> «=

Tcos °F 72=6 C9» «=» 170=6 «*» *=»

Toov °F 73.8 es. K,A. 1.332 1 1

Tss °F 249 = - h ^ / F g ^ l 0=332 0 0

1 
U- 0>t/)

fH 214.5 <=, - h v 1.873 s«* era

A T SS eF 176 = 4 <=> »  i fSec O 2 0 6 4  XlO <=> os»

ATsv °F 140.7
V E .T U

h n - S t - F 0=01628 e=» —

A T es °F 12.4 <=, - Re¥ 968 c=» so

A T 5v * F 9.5 Fr 0 = 72 e» «=»

-O JD VI 13.45 e= 41 ©4 cs> eo

o  e,TL)"N" 9.95 - - G r T 67.4x106 =>

n BTU
' K 5  h n 20=45 * no affect



Table I, coatiimed
DATA B W  SUMMARY

Ban loo 46 47 48 Bun Wo. 46 47 48

Freq 60 70 80 21.3 20.8 19.8

Ampl 0.0063 O.OO63 O.OO63 Ocv % 136,5 136.75 138.37

Watts 50 50 50 9cs ĥn 136.5 135.25 136.1

Too* °F 71.7 72.7 69 B- s 170,6 170.6 170.6

T « V  °F 72.4 73.2 70.4 S v A s 1.007 1.045 1.069

Tss °F 249.5 251.5 246.5 V s.-1 0.007 0.045 0.069

Tsv op 249 244.6 239 1.492 1.52 1.557

A T ss 9F 177.8 178.8 177.5 2> it!S e c
0 21 44 x lo-3 q 2.154- % to"3 0-2I5XIO'3

A  Tsv T 176.6 171.4 168.6
„ BTU
Kq ha-ft-F 0.01662 0.01658 O.OI65

A  T»s °F 12.9 13.1 13 Re-g- 290.4 338.8 387.2

A  T»v »F 12.9 12.6 12 Pr 0.72 0.72 0.72

12.95 13.75 13.05 Nuv 32.5 33 33*9

12.95 13.05 12.43 G r V 84$el06 79.8xl06 82.7xl06

-o ?5 21.3 21.6 21.45



fable I, continued
DATA RUM SUMMARY

Run Noc 49 50 51 Run No. 49 50 51

Freq 90 100 , 70 19.95 19.65 17.31

Ampl O.OO63 0.0063 0.025 ^ 138.16 138.5 145.05

Watts 50 50 50 Qcs ^ 135.67 136.17 135.42

f»5 "F 69.8 70.6 65.9 170.6 170.6 170.6

To»v °F 70.8 71.8 67.6 Ey/^s I.O72 1.091 1.431

Tss tfF 246.2 247.6 240 Nr/^s”! 0.072 0.091 0.431

LLo 239 236.6 197.7 1.565 1.598 2.01

A T SS -F 176.4 177 174.1 O-ZISx IO'3 0-2I2-4K lO-3 OITR8Xio-3

A T 5v °F 168.2 I64.6 130.1 BTU ' 
Kn-Ct-F 0.0165 0.01648 0.01606

A t ,s op 13.2 12.9 13.7 435.6 484 1354.5

AT«v "F 12.1 11,9 10.5 Pr 0.72 0.72 0.72
o siy.YRS inn-R-F 13.13 13.13 12.58 34.1 34.9 45.1

12.49 12.45 8.24 Grv 84.7xl06 79.8xl06 76.4x 106

<?* T 21.8 21.3 22.6



Table I, continued
DATA RUN SUMMARY

Run No, 52 53 54 Run No. 52 53 54

Freq 80 90 60 <?kv 14.85 12.71 16.67

Ampl 0,025 0,025 0.025 147.58 151.26 145.04

Watts 50 50 50 9cs ^ha 135.25 135.95 138.12

T„s °F 67.5 67.8 65.5 ^  b:: 170.6 170.6 170.6

Ta>v °F 69.6 68,5 66.4 H,/Es 1.54 1.763 1.33

t S3 °f 242 240 238 k^/Kg-l 0.54 0.763 0.33

Tsv °F 193 177.1 202.5 2.11 2.42 1.959

A T ss 6f 174.5 172.2 172.5 ^ Sec O-l98d>XI0'3 O-nsBXlo"3 O. 199 X lo-3

A  Tsv °F 123.4 108.6 136.1
E.TU

0.01602 0.01586 0.0161
A T ?S eF 13.7 13.4 12.1 Rev 1548 1741.5 1161

A  T V 9 7.7 10.1 Pr 0.72 0.72 0.72
n  'BTuVKS ha 12,75 12.57 12.5 47.4 55 43.2

<?«V % 8,17 6.63 8.89 Grv 71xl06 66.2xl06 81.2xl06

22,6 22.1 19.98



Table I, continued
DATA RUN SUMMARY

Run No, 55 56 57 Run No. 55 56 57

Freq 40 32 25 9KV ^ 18.15 22.4 21.8

Arapl 0,025 0,025 0.025 9 -  ^ 141.8 136.15 136.15

Watts 50 50 50 -BTO
inn 137.25 135.46 136.05

To,* °F 67 68,6 70,7 Or ^ 170.6 170.6 170.6

Toov °F ■ 67,6 70.8 71.3 h¥/hS 1.136 1.048 1.0125

T sj °F 236,5 242 242.5 O.I36 0.048 0.0125

T Sv °F 221,5 237 241 Ky 1.722 1.57 1.545

ATss °F 169.5 173.4 171.8 iJ*
02.07x\0 3 0-21 24X\0 3 -30-2136 X 10

A T sV dF 153.9 166,2 169.7
BTU

^ ̂ hn - Ji - F 0.0163 0.01648 0.01652

A T * S °F. 12,9 13.6 13.2 Rev 774 618 484

A  T 8V °F 11 13.6 13.2 Pr 0.72 0.72 0.72

12.05 12.74 12.75 N ^ 38 34.3 33.6

, 10.65 12.05 12.65 Grv 83 0 2xl06 82xl06 . 81.3X106

21,3 22.4 21.8



Table I, continued
DATA RUN SUMMARY

Run No. 58* 59* 60* Run No. 58* 59* 60*

Freq 60.3 72.4 97 21.45 22.1 22.8

Ampl 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 135 134.25 134.6

Watts 50 50 50 133.9 133.35 133.55

T cos °F 70.3 70.7 68.2 Or Sg 170.6 170.6 170.6

Too V °F 71.3 71 .8 69.5 h^/hg 1.061 1.065 1.077

Tbs °F 261.5 264 257 E y/Fa-1 0.061 0.065 0.077

Tsv op 253 254.5 246 <=» «=» «=»

ATS3 o p 191.2 193.3 188.8 css ca»

A Tsv "F 181.7 182.7 176.5 K. , T «=.

AT»S ° F 13.4 13.4 13.8 Rev =• C=3 css

A t »v ° F 13.0 13.4 13.8 Pr = ea =»

5TU
ha 14.6 15.15 14.25 Nu^ «=»

Qrv hn 14.15 14.25 13.2 Grv

OkS & ru
hn. 22.1 22.1 ' ,22.8 * plate in vertical position with

longitudinal vibrations



Table I, continued
DATA RUN SUMMARY

Run No, 61* 62* 63** Run No» 61* 62* 63**

Freq cps 50,7 35.7 20 21.8 22.6 -

Ampl in 0,0125 0.0125 0.0125 134.65 132.45

Watts 50 50 50 133.15 132.3

T=s°F 70 70 ■°r ^ 170.6 170.6 • <=,

m  Op1 oo v i9 71.4 71.1 «=» \ / h s 1.05 1.012 1

Tss °F 262 267.5 hv/Ks-l 0.05 0.012 0

in 256 266.5 - =» «=>

A T SS°F 192 197.5 t) -if:
S e c «=»

A  Tsv °F 184.6 195.4 •BTUKr~ F ca «=»

A T fs °F 13.5 13.7 - Rev *»

AT«v °F 13.2 13.7 =» Pr «=° -

o *  % 15.15 15.7 Nll-y «=»

Q rv STU
ha 14.15 15.55 Grv C= «»

»HS ^ 22,3 22.6 * Plate in vertical position with
longitudinal vibrations 

** Same as but no affect



Table II

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

RUN NQo DATE:

VOLTS:

AMPS s

WATTS:

TEMPERATURES Without Vibration
With
Vibra
tion

Freq. 
Amplo%Plate Surface

T,
t 6
T„
T |6

Support Pedestal Z 7 7 / / / / / / / / / / / / / ■ / / / / .
t 3
Ts
T oo

Time M.S.T.
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